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Club Central CEO Mike Walker and Club Central President
Brian Cloney holding the Sustainable Advantage Bronze
Partnership Award

carparks. Instead of wasting electricity by lighting areas
that aren’t being used, these lights have sensors that
turn the lights on when they detect movement.

•

Our 100kW solar energy system at Menai provides

enough power to cover our day time energy
requirements.
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Changes to our Hurstville air conditioning system by
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A comprehensive recycling program that diverts 50%
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A supply chain investigation of gaming

Clean Up Australia Day
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On Tuesday 6 March, Club Central organised a
Community Clean Up of Menai Conservation Park,
adjacent to Club Central, for Clean Up Australia
Day 2018.
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To get the ball rolling, we partnered with Sutherland
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visits the site every month to clean up, weed and
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assumed recycled. Once we found out
we changed our procedure to ensure all
gaming machine tickets are recycled.
•

The Club is currently investigating the
option of recycling styrofoam containers.

The Club also recently held a planning
workshop with NSW Office of Heritage and
Environment to help determine our goals
for the next 12 months. This was facilitated
by environmental experts Jenny Campbell
and Colin Dimitroff. This highlighted that the
Club was progressing well with its recycling
program and energy efficiencies but there was
an opportunity to expand into our corporate
social responsibility (CSR) program. The Club
already has a CSR committee and we are
investigating advantages in combining the
two committees.
We also reported in our last newsletter that
we were in the final stages of installing a food
processing unit called ORCA. This unit would

Club Central Green Team Champions Nathan Jenkins and Hannah Barry

process all food waste from our restaurants

•

Share the knowledge by visiting other Clubs to discuss

into safe waste water that can be disposed of

their green program and swap ideas. So far we have

through the sewer. The installation was held

visited Bankstown Sports & Mounties just to name a few.

up as the regulator required additional testing.
We are hopeful this new technology will be

•

Adjusted the Menai gardens automatic watering schedule

approved in early 2017 as it will not only save

to suit the season.

unnecessary landfill but save the Club a lot of
waste disposal costs in the process.

As always we appreciate feedback from our members and if you have any green ideas we would love
to hear from you.
Please email us on sustainablecentral@clubcentral.org.au
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